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Abstract: One of the important issues that computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) and human-computer interaction (HCI) researchers want to solve through cooperative system design is the improvement of performance. The same is true for virtual learning environments. The role and importance of technology in education have increased due to the COVID-19 pandemic, while the need to explore factors that influence social and academic efficacy in virtual environments has increased based on the explosion in online virtual teaching environments and virtual conference apps. Based on the theoretical description of group cohesion for the purpose of enhancing further collaboration, this paper asks what role group cohesion plays and how significant it is to group efficacy and performance in virtual learning environments, and also whether a sense of social presence in a virtual learning environment plays a significant role in optimizing group cohesion and, thus, group performance. Experimental studies were conducted on a total of 121 people consisting of 35 virtual learning groups. Results show that a sense of social presence has a positive effect on group efficacy, and that the adjustment effect of social presence has significant positive effects on group cohesion and group efficacy. This study provides a theoretical and empirical basis for the design of methods that can maximize positive effects in support of group learning and collaboration in virtual learning environments.
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1. Introduction

Researchers in computer-supported cooperative work (CSCW) and human-computer interaction (HCI) communities have become interested in designing cooperation, collaboration, and interaction methods for e-learning because the cognitive development of students varies with the degree of social interaction they are exposed to [1–6]. However, e-learning still presents limitations in interactions between teachers and students and between participating students [7,8]. It is quite difficult to pursue active (in-person educational) interaction between e-learning teachers and students where learning content is primarily delivered unilaterally and while face-to-face encounters between teachers and students are limited. These problems are greatly exacerbated during a pandemic in which face-to-face interaction is specifically avoided [9,10]. COVID-19 social distancing regulations make it very difficult to exploit the beneficial effects and enhancements of social presence, which now need to be compensated for through improved e-learning methods and environments. E-learning environments also impose special interaction difficulties between learners in cooperative and collaborative projects [11,12]. In collaborative learning, the forming of groups among student participants can reduce anxiety, encourage symbiotic efficacy, stimulate and hasten critical thinking processes, and enhance relational power. Some studies show that these effects are especially beneficial to improving the performance of students with below av-
average grades [13–15]. However, to achieve these effects, questions remain as to how best to conduct collaborative learning and derive the benefits of a sense of social presence in e-learning environments [16]. Most teachers and learners are more familiar with traditional offline in-person styles of social interaction, and may have difficulty transitioning to collaborative e-learning and finding ways to approach, enhance, and maximize e-learning opportunities [17].

In the summary, we list issues of concern in e-learning environments, which have suddenly replaced in-person classes due to the COVID-19 pandemic. The first is unfamiliarity and difficulty offering learning guidance in non-face-to-face situations. Second, teaching and interaction styles are restricted due to increased instructional unilateralism and interaction limitations. Third, difficulties operating technology-mediated collaborative learning systems stand in contrast with traditional in-person interaction between learners and teachers.

On the other hand, the importance and contingent value of supporting online meetings in e-learning since COVID-19 has been emphasized [18,19]. In particular, virtual environments (VE) such as virtual conferencing (VC) applications can provide users with a strong sense of realism and immersion, a kind of interactive digital environment that allows them to mimic offline interactions [19,20]. Various kinds of activities such as meetings, education, skill acquisition, and social gatherings can be supported through VC. In VE, a key user experience (UX) factor is a social presence [21,22]. Here, social presence describes the feeling of connectivity in virtual space [23,24]; social presence receives a great deal of attention in VE-based cooperative learning [25,26]. According to prior research, the degree to which learners understand what they have learned and the ability to generate their own knowledge depend on their sense of social presence [27]. Social presence is therefore considered an important factor for building and participating in cooperative VE learning environments, and is also widely used to evaluate the learner’s experience (UX) in virtual learning environments [28]. As the level of social presence perceived by learners in VC learning environments increases, it is expected that social learning activities will be more widely used and that they will make positive contributions to learning performance. For this reason, a VC-based learning environment with a higher level of social presence could help optimize UX and improve learning outcomes.

The main purpose of this study is to understand and promote more effective factors and potential for inter-student collaboration in VC-based learning environments compared to regular unilateral e-learning environments, to propose a more effective VC-based learning design and to propose an approach that can improve learning performance via a stronger sense of social presence. This paper makes the following contributions.

1. We propose a theoretical model that describes the mechanisms by which group cohesion is achieved along with greater learning outcomes resulting from efficiently facilitated cooperation among students in VC-based learning environments.

2. We test the importance and efficacy of the sense of social presence and group cohesion and their effects on learning performance in VC environments. Our experimental results show that VC-based learning with strong group cohesion achieves higher levels of group efficacy and learning performance than straight e-learning interactions. Our results also show that, even without face-to-face interactions offline, group participants can experience strong group cohesion and achieve team outcomes and goals via VC.

3. We propose an approach to strengthen group cohesion and learning performance by identifying, analyzing, and strengthening the sense of social presence in VC-based learning.

2. Theoretical Background

2.1. Group Cohesion

Ideally, a group is not just a collection of members, but a cohesive whole in which group members bond with each other in interdependence and purpose [29]. This sense of
solidarity is called ‘group cohesion’, and is one of the most important experiences in group dynamics. Because studies of groups generally confirm the relationship between cohesion and performance, many people give special consideration to cohesion as a key factor in group success [30,31]. We have identified two important contributing characteristics of a successful cohesive group. First, the success of cohesive groups is partly due to the level of cooperation achieved by such groups. In a cohesive group, each member’s contribution is more readily harmonized with those of other members. Cohesion serves as a ‘lubricant’ that minimizes friction and conflict among members of the group [32,33]. Second, all members of a cohesive group have the same ‘mental model’ of the group’s tasks. A ‘shared prescription’ on how to successfully complete the task promotes efficient group performance. As a result, when group tasks require frequent interaction and high interdependence between members, groups with strong cohesion are likely to outperform groups lacking a strong sense of cohesion [34].

As the importance of non-face-to-face interaction has grown, the rapid development of VC technology has been hastened by an unprecedented demand for realistic and effective interaction systems [35,36]. The development of these technologies is normalizing group participant interactions in virtual spaces by making VC interface environments more accessible and more convenient and natural to use. VC environments that are convenient, easily accessed, and aligned to natural human functioning can facilitate online activities and discussions and, thereby, promote social identity and group cohesion, and such groups can further benefit from comparison and exchanges with the activities of other groups. In other words, intra-group cohesion can make intra-group exchanges more significant and beneficial by allowing the group to move with singularity of mind and purpose and by deriving benefit from similarly accessible associates in other groups. In learning groups under a VC-based classroom environment, group cohesion is formed through social identification and social and input diversity and exchanges of and between members. Such benefits can be expected to impact group performance that reflects the form, character, and level of cohesion achieved by a well-designed interaction environment.

2.2. Group Efficacy

Social cognitive theory emphasizes the process of human thought and assumes that people do social learning by observing others [37,38]. However, non-face-to-face environments limit social learning by the direct observation of others because direct observation is generally not available [39]. According to social information processing theory [40], groups formed in non-face-to-face environments are restricted from acquiring social information about their peers because of their limited access to non-verbal communication cues. Compared to groups in face-to-face environments, groups in non-face-to-face environments take more time to communicate and to develop relationships between themselves [40].

Nevertheless, prior studies have shown that with sufficient time, non-face-to-face environments can adapt to their environments and enjoy equally satisfying and productive interaction experiences as those in face-to-face environments [41]. While it takes a great deal of time for social information to accumulate within groups under non-face-to-face situations, social information is shared nevertheless [39].

Social cognitive theory values the self-concept, i.e., how one feels about and perceives oneself. The expectation that one can perform certain actions well in certain situations is called “efficacy expectations”. The recognition of one’s efficacy expectations is called self-efficacy [42]. Social cognitive theory considers self-efficacy to be a major predictor of human behavior [38,42] and self-efficacy extended to groups is called group efficacy [43]. Group efficacy is defined as “the belief that members share with each other that they can demonstrate any ability or attain achievement goals at the group level” [38]. Prior studies emphasize self-efficacy and group efficacy as correlated yet distinct concepts [44,45]. Each member’s assessment of group efficacy is considered to be more important than the effects of the individual members’ self-efficacy because group efficacy can be low even
when individual self-efficacy is high and when peers are perceived to be low in functional efficacy [46].

The dynamics within the learning group in respective educational environments suggest ways to deal with conflicts among group members, the approaches of which effectively encourage all members to participate in the learning process, and demonstrate how to improve the benefits generated from the learning group’s particular make-up and experience [39]. However, research is exceedingly rare regarding which factors improve group function in non-face-to-face educational situations and how those factors are created and nurtured. Therefore, through group-level research for group efficacy in VC-based online classroom environments, it is necessary to explore ways to enhance educational efficacy through group functions and to enable group members to learn efficiently together.

2.3. Social Presence

Learning communities accumulate knowledge through collaborative learning interaction. Each learner’s sense of connection to others online is a most important factor in the learning community’s experience and performance. This is described as social presence [47–49]. Social presence is determined to the extent that participants recognize others through interaction and to the extent that they are aware of the resulting (residual) interpersonal relationships that are established via those interactions [50,51]. When these definitions for social presence were first proposed, media such as computers did not provide relevant conditions and were thus assessed as capable of producing only low social presence and appropriate interaction was said to be difficult to achieve. However, the study and understanding of social presence has since changed to the extent that it can also reveal itself in computer-mediated communications [52,53]. Later, Garrison and Anderson [54] defined social presence as the ability of learners to express themselves socially and emotionally in the learning community, deeming this the most fundamental element in forming and maintaining communities in an online learning environment. Feedback narrows the psychological distance between the teacher and the learner in online communications; this leads to learning satisfaction. Garrison and Arbaugh [55] stated that collaborative learning increases social presence in online learning and that this not only increases learner satisfaction and community awareness, but also intensifies the social and emotional atmosphere. On the other hand, studies show that a lack of social skills makes learners feel frustrated, causing them to develop a critical attitude toward the instructor, and thus lowers the level of empathetic learning [56,57].

3. Hypotheses Development

Based on the research outlined above, we derived a set of hypotheses that link group cohesion, social presence, group efficacy, and academic performance (see Figure 1).

![Figure 1. Theoretical model.](image-url)

3.1. Social Presence and Group Cohesion

We argue that the sense of social presence perceived by virtual groups in VC-based learning is related to group efficacy. This is because social presence encourages immediate
nanced adjustments in interactions. Preceding studies also discussed the importance of social presence in the online cooperative learning environment. In particular, social presence has been highlighted as an important factor in the process of using computer-based communication systems, such as social media and VC as a tool for social interaction. In VC-based learning, where learners can transmit and receive both screen images and voice messages from interaction participants, the perception that learners are connected to each other may be stronger than with other online media. Rogers and Lea [58] argued that in order to increase social presence in online cooperative learning, it is necessary to raise the participants’ awareness of group identity. In addition, the higher the sense of social presence, the higher the participation in online cooperative learning, which will ultimately have a positive impact on academic achievement. These findings provide the basis for discussion on what the social presence of learners may mean and how it can function in an online cooperative learning environment. Thus, in a VE-based learning situation, social presence may be a learning variable that can affect the formation of group cohesion and produce better outcomes.

**Hypothesis 1 (H1).** Members who recognize a high level of social presence in VC-based learning experience high level group cohesion.

### 3.2. Social Presence, Group Cohesion, Group Efficacy, and Academic Performance

In an online learning environment, group members with common learning goals become aware of the identity of the learning community, and this perception leads to enhanced participation and better learning results via improved group cohesion and mutual affinity for the group and its common values and goals [59].

In addition, group efficacy not only has a positive effect on problem solving and learning promotion through efficient communication among group members, it also has the effect of coordinating and integrating the knowledge and skills of individual group members at the group level [44]. This group efficacy is a decisive factor in improving group performance [60]. On the other hand, according to group affective tone theory, the more positive the group members’ perception of the group, the more likely their actions are to be group-friendly [61].

Therefore, when the group pursues high-norm performance based on a positive perception of the group, the performance result of the group with high cohesion is better than that of the group with low cohesion [1,61]. Moreover, a group is a complex social system that influences member behavior in various ways. Therefore, the sum of group member competencies does not necessarily determine the level of performance [43]. Accordingly, previous studies have revealed that the recognition of a positive group identity as a group member is an essential factor to efficiently achieve the group’s goal [62]. We emphasize the importance of individual learners having an identity in the learning community, including VC-based learning situations. Identity will appear as a phenomenon of group cohesion, which, in turn, enhances learning attitudes and academic performance. Thus, it is expected that group members who perceive a high level of social presence in a VC-based learning situation will show a higher level of group efficacy and academic performance [60,63].

The sense of belonging and human relatedness among learners differs according to their respective level of social presence perception; this is because this sense influences learning motivation and learning outcomes [60]. However, active interaction between learners online does not necessarily mean they feel a sense of social presence. In order to recognize the sense of social presence, the element of “feeling that the individual is there” must be included [27]. Therefore, a VC-based learning situation with enhanced face-to-face interaction can provide a sense of reality beyond that found in existing online learning. Previous studies argue that the higher the perception of social presence, the higher the satisfaction and outcome of individual learning in an online learning environment [56,64,65]. However, there are insufficient studies on the moderating effects of social presence for groups com-
pared to studies of individual social presence. Accordingly, this study established the following research hypothesis focusing on the moderating effect of social presence.

Hypothesis 2 (H2). *Group cohesion in a VC-based learning environment has a more positive influence on group efficacy when the perception of social presence among the group members is higher.*

Hypothesis 3 (H3). *Group cohesion in a VC-based learning environment has a more positive influence on academic performance when the sense of social presence of group members is higher.*

4. Research Methodology

Very little, if anything, is known about the interplay between social presence and group cohesion and its influence on group efficacy. To address this deficiency, we conducted a lab experiment to examine the effect of social presence and group cohesion on group efficacy and academic performance in a virtual learning environment using a virtual conferencing application.

4.1. Participants

All participants are college students. The study was conducted on a total of 125 freshmen that were taking the Management Academy course in a university’s secretarial department located in Incheon, Korea; the teacher was from the same university. In this study, 125 students were organized into one class. The participants were all female, and their average age was 21.4 years. In the analysis, 121 copies of questionnaire data were used, and the total number of groups was 35 (average three or four persons in a group).

4.2. Treatments

According to previous studies, the experience of face-to-face contact in the offline environment can influence the formation of group cohesion [66]. In this study, it was also determined that the offline face-to-face contact experience could have an effect on the formation of social relationships. Therefore, in this experiment, the main subjects of study were students who did not have offline face-to-face contact experiences. The students who participated in this study were freshmen entering the spring semester of 2020. In other words, all of them are new female college students. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, they started online classes without any previous face-to-face contact opportunities such as entrance ceremonies and department orientation classes. Freshmen in the same class therefore were largely unfamiliar with each other. Taking advantage of this situation, we were able to organize a small learning group of students with no face-to-face experience whatsoever. The choice of learning group members was achieved via the random selection function found in the Microsoft Excel software. Using Excel led to the creation of a total of fifteen groups of three people and twenty groups of four people.

4.3. Common Method Bias

The survey was conducted three times in total from 4 May to 26 June 2020, to solve the common method bias problem. Common method bias occurs when an independent variable and dependent variables are measured in the same time frame, with the same tool, and on the same response source [67]. Therefore, the most strictly controlled aspect in the design of this study was to solve the common method bias issue. In this study, the effect of independent variable group cohesion on the dependent variables group efficacy and on academic performance has a causal relationship between cause (independent) and result (dependent). In this causal model, each variable should be measured at different times to understand their relationship. If these variables had all been measured together at the same time, the correlation between them could have been identified, but it would have been impossible to infer the causal relationship. Thus, the surest way to resolve the problem of common method bias in this study was to vary the measurement methods.
between each variable. First, we separated the response sources. Group cohesion, group efficacy, and social presence variables were obtained from the students’ responses, while the academic performance variable was obtained from the students’ actual test results. Next, we separated the measurement environment. This method includes time separation, which measures each variable at a time interval, spatial separation, which separates the measurement environment of each variable, and psychological separation by using separate questionnaires, which prevents the variables under consideration from being recognized and related. We aimed to reduce the respondents’ motivation for consistency by using time and psychological separation.

4.4. Task

In this study, the virtual class was conducted as an online class on the VC app called ZOOM (https://zoom.us). The class was conducted in three steps. First, the teacher sent the class link via social media on time, and the students participated in the class through the link. Second, after the class, the problem-solving activities related to the contents of the class were carried out by each small group. Third, the results of problem-solving activities by small groups were reported to the teacher through social media. A total of 10 real-time classes and small group activities were conducted through this procedure. The small groups took ‘business management theory’ through an online video conference app once a week. After a two-hour class, the small groups engaged in problem-solving activities for about an hour on ZOOM. Problem-solving activities included both multiple-choice questions to check academic performance and subjective questions that were difficult to solve without activities such as brainstorming (e.g., ‘What management strategies can Company A use?’). In particular, solving subjective questions required logical problem-solving activities involving all small group members. Specifically, they performed intellectually challenging tasks, such as spreadsheet data analysis, cost estimation, presentations on the basis for decisions, and opinion-compromising activities to find optimal answers. In addition, the teacher provided feedback on task performance results to allow them to feel the efficacy of the successful execution of difficult tasks. It is important to induce active participation and cooperation in meetings in small group activities based on VC. Thus, this study intentionally chose logical problem-solving activities that individuals could not perform alone without a number of participants. Logical problem-solving questions, which are difficult for individuals to solve alone, encourage geographically dispersed members to gather in virtual spaces. These activities have been identified as a way to rally virtual teams in studies conducted by Poltrock and Engelbeck [68] and Mark [69]. In addition, problem-solving activities that necessitate group participation naturally encourage active interactions among members in virtual space. Active interactions in a virtual space enhance a sense of social presence as if members were in the same space [22,70].

4.5. Experimental Setting

Group cohesion is not formed in a short time; it requires the performance of cooperative activities over a relatively long period. In this study, group cohesion was measured after group activities were performed for a total of 30 hours. After group cohesion was measured, group efficacy and social presence were measured through an additional 15 hours of group activity. In the end, we experienced a total of 45 hours of group activity to measure group efficacy and social presence. In addition, the results of each group activity and the final test results were combined to aggregate academic performance. The specifics are as follows: The small groups took ten classes and conducted ten problem-solving activities over ten weeks from 2 March 2020. They were then surveyed for three days from 4 May 2020 to measure the group cohesion variable (stage 1). They continued to take ZOOM classes for two hours once a week and conducted a one-hour problem-solving activity for five weeks from 11 May 2020, and were surveyed for three days from 15 June 2020, to measure the collective efficacy and social presence variables (stage 2). As we judged that group cohesion and group efficacy would have a causal relationship, the timing for
measuring group cohesion preceded the measuring of group efficacy. Since social presence is a concept that evaluates the entire learning experience, we chose to evaluate it after all the online classes and small group activities were completed. Finally, the results of all academic activities were collected for four days from 22 June 2020, when the final results were aggregated.

4.6. Dependent Variables

4.6.1. Social Presence

Social presence was defined as the recognition of the formation of bonds between instructors and students, or between students and students, and the development of social relationships. To measure the sense of social presence, a tool developed by Kang et al. [71] was used. This scale is composed of a total of six items, including coexistence and influence, within VC environments. For example, coexistence includes items such as ‘the students seem to know of my existence’, and influence includes items such as ‘the students accept each other’s opinions well’. All responses were measured on a 5-point Likert scale; the higher the score, the higher the level of felt social presence.

4.6.2. Group Cohesion

Group cohesion is a variable formed at the group level, which Wang et al. [72] defined as a bond that occurs during the group’s task. Siebold [73] referred to it as the ability to achieve trust and teamwork through ties formed between members. In this study, group cohesion levels were measured based on four of the elements of cohesion proposed by Forsyth [29]. The four elements of Forsyth’s proposal [29] are divided into (1) task cohesion, (2) social cohesion, (3) perceived cohesion, and (4) emotional cohesion. All questions were measured on the 5-point Likert scale; the higher the score, the higher the level of task, social, emotional, and perceived cohesion.

4.6.3. Group Efficacy

Group efficacy, another variable formed at the group level, can be understood as a belief shared by the members that they can exercise any ability or achieve goals at the group level [38]. In this study, we used the questionnaire (Appendix A) for measuring group efficacy in the context of group learning activities. For the design of the questionnaire, seven questions, conceived by Lee [63], were used. Lee’s study measured group efficacy for public officials in learning clubs with questionnaires that we modified for the purpose of our study. The origin of the measuring tool used by Lee [63] is seven questions of the Collective Efficacy Scale developed by Rigg and Knight [62]. These questions were also measured on the 5-point Likert scale; the higher the score, the higher the group efficacy.

4.6.4. Academic Performance

In this study, we utilized the final exam scores (perfect score: 120) for each individual learner as an indicator of individual academic performance, with the average score for each individual learner belonging to the same learning group representing the group’s academic performance. The learner must complete the activities designated by the teacher within a set period of time in step with the learning order and time, and the scores given by the teacher for the activities they participated in are summed up to become the total score for the learner. The criteria for scoring the subjects were attendance (20%), participation in online learning activities (10%), quiz activities by group (20%), midterm exams (25%), and final exams (25%).

4.7. Control Variables

The students participating in this study were all freshmen that belonged to the same department and took the same course. All were female. Thus, demographic factors have not been introduced as control variables. Furthermore, according to a prior study, the
number of members in a group could affect the analysis results, and thus group size was added as a control variable.

5. Result

5.1. Data Processing Method

We reviewed the validity of the questions for measuring group cohesion (task, social, perceived, emotional) and group efficacy used in this study as the exploratory and confirmatory factor analysis was conducted to identify common factors and use them as variables. The exploratory factor analysis method used was the varimax method through principle component analysis, and factors with a unique value of 1 or higher were used with factors with a factor load of 0.5 or more. There is no absolute basis for determining factor loading, but a factor of 0.4 or higher was generally considered to be a significant variable and a factor of 0.5 or higher was considered to be an important variable [74].

The exploratory factor analysis was then conducted to determine whether the tools of the variable explain the variable well in theory; the analysis results are as shown in Table 1. In this study, the analysis of measurement models, including the potential variables in the study model, task cohesion, social cohesion, perceived cohesion, emotional cohesion, and group efficacy was validated through Amos 23.0 using the maximum likelihood method. The analysis results showed that the relationships between the variables were all significant; the suitability of the measurement model was also shown as a comparative fit index (CFI) = 0.948, Tucker–Lewis index (TLI) = 0.941, the root mean square error of approximation (RMSEA) = 0.070 (90% CI: 0.061–0.079), indicating that the measurement model was relatively well-matched in the data. On the other hand, the factor values of the measurement variables that describe the potential variables were all significant at the level of 0.001.

Table 1. Goodness of fit of the measurement model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>$\chi^2$</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>TLI</th>
<th>CFI</th>
<th>RMSEA (90% Reliability Level)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Measurement Model</td>
<td>518.457</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>0.941</td>
<td>0.948</td>
<td>0.070</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2. Hypotheses Testing

Before the hypothesis test, a correlation analysis was performed using SPSS 22.0 to examine the relationship between each concept of composition (see Table 2). As a result of the analysis, the correlation number between each variable was 0.8 or higher, so the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) was identified to look at the problem of multicollinearity. The analysis shows that the model can be trusted without multicollinearity, with VIF values for all variables near 1.0.

Correlation analysis shows that all variables have significant positive (+) correlation, except for the relationship between social presence and academic performance, group efficacy and group size, and social presence and group size (Table 2).

Table 2. Means, standard deviations, and correlations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variables</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>S.D.</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Group cohesion</td>
<td>4.25</td>
<td>0.52</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Group efficacy</td>
<td>4.06</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>0.840**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Social presence</td>
<td>3.70</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.344**</td>
<td>0.363**</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Academic performance</td>
<td>87.89</td>
<td>8.80</td>
<td>0.300**</td>
<td>0.205**</td>
<td>0.024</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Group size</td>
<td>3.45</td>
<td>0.49</td>
<td>−0.162*</td>
<td>0.085</td>
<td>−0.091</td>
<td>−0.374**</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$N = 121$; Significance of correlations: $^* p < 0.05; ^{**} p < 0.01$.

Table 3 shows the hypothesis test results. Hypothesis 1 assumed that social presence would be associated with an increased in-group cohesion within a hypothetical learning
The mixed-model test showed a positive relationship between social presence and group cohesion ($\beta = 0.332$, $p < 0.001$), and supports Hypothesis 1.

### Table 3. Results of mixed-model analyses.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variables</th>
<th>Group Cohesion</th>
<th>Group Efficacy</th>
<th>Academic Performance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M1</td>
<td>M2</td>
<td>M1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control variables</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group size</td>
<td>$-0.162^*$</td>
<td>$-0.131^*$</td>
<td>0.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct effect</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social presence</td>
<td>0.332 ***</td>
<td>0.093 **</td>
<td>$-0.639^*$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group cohesion</td>
<td>0.845 ***</td>
<td>0.074</td>
<td>0.331 ***</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction effect</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social presence ×</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group cohesion</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N = 121; Significance of correlations: * $p < 0.05$; ** $p < 0.01$; *** $p < 0.001$.

Hypothesis 2 assumed that an interaction effect between social presence and group cohesion exists in group efficacy within the hypothetical learning group. The mixed model test supported the interaction effect ($\beta = 1.240$, $p < 0.01$). Figure 2 shows two-way interactions related to Hypothesis 2. The groups with high and low values of the two variables were classified based on the average values of group cohesion and social presence. The effect on group efficacy was analyzed. Figure 2 clearly illustrates the positive relationship between group cohesion and group efficacy when recognizing high levels of social presence within a virtual learning group.

Hypothesis 3 assumed an interaction effect between social presence and group cohesion in academic performance within the hypothetical learning group. The mixed model test supported the interaction effect ($\beta = 1.967$, $p < 0.05$). Figure 3 shows two-way interactions related to Hypothesis 3. The group with high and low values for the two variables was classified based on the average values of group cohesion and social presence. The effect on academic performance was analyzed. Figure 3 clearly shows the positive relationship between group cohesion and academic performance when recognizing high levels of social presence within a virtual learning group. In particular, it can be seen that the slope of the function in which group cohesion affects academic performance is steeper than that in groups with lower social presence.
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**Figure 2.** Two-way interaction between group cohesion and group efficacy.
6. Discussion

More people are using VC as COVID-19 activates social distancing and as technology advances. Accordingly, more attention is needed to explore the relationship between group cohesion and performance in VE such as VC. The purpose of this study was to theoretically explain and empirically investigate the impact of social presence on group cohesion, and to ask how it can affect the efficacy and academic performance of virtual learning groups using VC. This study demonstrated that a high level of social presence has a positive effect on group cohesion and that group cohesion and a sense of social presence have a positive effect on group efficacy and academic performance. Our results emphasize the importance of social presence as a key variable to assist the group’s performance in virtual conferences.

The results of this study suggest the following:

First, in our group learning using VC, when the group’s level of awareness of social presence is high, the group’s level of cohesion tends to increase ($\beta = 0.332, p < 0.001$). This result confirms the cohesive effect of social presence in the process of VC being used as a tool for human interaction. When examining the implications of the results from an educational point of view, VC has a number of strengths [75,76]: VC tends to be a nonthreatening non-face-to-face environment, yet it has the capacity to allow users to converse face-to-face through the screen. These characteristics result in users perceiving nonverbal communication cues and increase their focus of other group members. In addition, at the group level, group cohesion was promoted by raising participation levels and sharing goals among group members through hard problem-solving tasks [68,69]. It is therefore implied in this study that promoting an awareness of social presence in online learning is both possible and beneficial through video conferencing.

Second, this study hypothesized that group cohesion in VC-based learning has a stronger relationship with group efficacy and academic performance when the level of felt social presence of the members is higher. In this study, the interaction between social presence and group cohesion had a positive effect on group efficacy ($\beta = 1.240, p < 0.001$) and on academic performance ($\beta = 1.967, p < 0.05$). Our experiment results show that, when participants perceived a greater social presence, the resulting group cohesion and group efficacy enhanced academic performance. In other words, in a virtual learning environment using VC, the learning group members who felt they were actually together also felt that they were more capable than those who did not feel so present in the group. Therefore, we concluded that social presence promotes efficacy. The sense of belonging and intimacy among learners varies depending on the level of awareness of social presence. The social presence felt in the virtual environment makes people more cooperative and motivated to contribute to the group’s performance in the same manner as offline in the
presence of other people. Consequently, with a high level of cohesion, an attitude develops by which they will be able to achieve higher academic performance together. In this study, we show that social presence amplified the effect of group cohesion on group efficacy and on academic performance.

Third, our findings supplement existing findings that state that face-to-face groups develop stronger cohesion than virtual groups. Pearson [77] conducted a study comparing the relationship between cohesion and performance of virtual teams with face-to-face teams. Although face-to-face teams showed stronger cohesion than virtual teams, their learning performance was almost the same. There are two main points that can be added to the discussion by our research results. The first is that face-to-face groups are not alone in offering a sense of cohesion, i.e., it is possible for virtual groups to approximate well to face-to-face groups in achieving cohesion. Well-designed virtual environments and virtual groups can also show strong cohesion depending on the level and effect of social presence. The second relates to the potential for cohesion to be formed in VE. In Pearson’s study, there was not much difference between the performance of the virtual team and that of the face-to-face team. Thus, with cohesion formed in a VC-based learning environment, performance may not greatly differ from the results expected in offline groups if social presence is amplified. Therefore, our findings enable us to understand that VE groups can justifiably believe that they can do well and produce equally viable results through enhancing of and experiencing the social presence variable.

Finally, our research extends the existing CSCW/HCI literature on social presence. We found that social presence can combine in VE with variables such as group cohesion to produce significant results, such as group efficacy and academic performance. While there have been many studies on the cohesion of virtual groups in VE, there has been some lack of understanding of how the cohesion of virtual groups can produce results. Our findings highlight the need for CSCW/HCI scholars to pay more attention to how the sense of social presence can be raised in order to promote better results when learning in groups in VE. In addition, due to recently social distancing necessitated by COVID–19, activities such as idea meetings and brainstorming have replaced offline activities through the use of VC. Therefore, we conclude that researchers should explore ways for participants in VE meetings to feel a higher level of social presence, considering the impact of social presence on the outcome of activities using VC.

6.1. Implications for Design

As a result of the study, group cohesion on VC was found to have a positive effect on group effectiveness and academic performance. In addition, social presence was confirmed to amplify the positive relationship between group cohesion and academic performance as well as the relationship between group cohesion and group effectiveness. Therefore, in this section, we discuss how to design VC to promote group cohesion and social presence.

First, we presented logical problem-solving activities that required the participation of a number of students in order to increase group cohesion among students on VC. Students had to decide on their individual tasks or roles after discussion to make a collective report on the results of the problem-solving activities. Each student performed individual roles and then reported to the entire group. Individual students in a well cohesive group performed their roles quite faithfully, which in turn led to a large quantity of content for discussion. However, poorly cohesive groups did not show this. Therefore, we propose a function to reflect on groups and individuals as a function of VC to aid group cohesion. This function will evaluate individual contributions to the group in a self-reporting manner, with the group’s academic performance evaluated anonymously by individuals. The purpose of the evaluation is to enhance the level of participation and cooperative skills of group members by emphasizing the cohesiveness of the group. In addition, a method of selecting and rewarding individuals who have performed excellent activities within the group may be introduced to induce interest in the evaluation itself. For example, at the beginning of group activities, each individual is given a certain number of points,
which can only be used for compensation as a result of evaluation of group members. The final aggregated points can also be reflected into individual performance to induce goodwill competition among group members. This approach is based on a group exploration model [78,79] in which the achievement of a group’s task is the source of cohesion, and on a group activity’s motivational view [80] that the introduction of a reward system facilitates collaborative interaction.

Second, we propose to add a function that enables participants to actively express their emotions in order to enhance social presence on VC. The level of social presence online varies depending on the psychological distance between the participants [23,49,54]. Thus, as a function to enhance social presence, a messaging function designed to reveal individual closeness to members can be introduced to VC. This emotion expression function enables members who have become close while introducing themselves at the beginning of the group or performing tasks to ask each other how they are doing and form a close atmosphere between them. In addition, it may be considered to introduce functions designed to more actively facilitate social support. Social support functions serve to manage the group’s emotional atmosphere during online cooperative activities on VC, and may be composed of group management functions, cooperation promotion functions, and conflict management functions. First, group management functions are designed to facilitate the operation of groups to perform tasks for group activities. Specifically, such activities include naming the group, creating rules for the group, and coordinating the group’s schedules and distributing roles. An example of cooperation promotion functions is sending text messages or emoticons that have a positive impact on facilitating group collaboration in the course of performing tasks. Specific types are motivating members, requesting participation, praising group collaboration, and increasing confidence in performing tasks. First, motivating members refers to member messages motivating others to participate earnestly on their own. Next, requesting participation refers to messages to encourage members to participate more actively. This type of message refers to a message that asks for feedback on the results of the task or requests a follow-up task to members who are negligent or unresponsive. In addition, a message praising group collaboration can be used as a way to express affection and affinity for the group and to increase group cohesion. Finally, as they gain confidence or have more clarity about successful task performance, it is expected that messages that can provide feedback to each other will also help improve intimacy and efficacy among participants.

Third, in this study, group efficacy influenced academic performance in combination with social presence. However, groups whose members showed negligence would in turn display declined group dynamics and record poor academic performance. Conflict management functions, such as those that are conflict-causing, allow giving feedback while exchanging messages related to factors that can negatively affect cooperation when carrying out cooperative tasks. Specific types are mainly related to fallen motivation, delayed submission of task results by members, unclear job division, conflicting schedules, and social loafing (such as absence during group activities, etc.). To prevent or reduce these negligence-related issues, one can consider adding functions such as alerting schedules on the system and sending proactive notifications, group leaders sending messages (or emails) and other members sending supporting messages. A system that automatically deducts points and reflects it in academic performance if members fail to submit assignments on time or provide feedback to other members can also be considered. In summary, this study has significant implications for designing collaborative systems on VC. Ultimately, how to promote group cohesion and social presence on VC will depend on the purpose and the nature of activities to be performed on VC. Our findings are expected to help CSCW/HCI-related researchers design VC-based collaborative systems.

6.2. Limitations
This study has a limitation in that all of its research subjects were female. Since gender has been found to be an individual-level factor affecting the efficacy of web-based virtual
learning [81], subsequent studies require more in-depth research into non-face-to-face learning environments to reveal gender-based online learning outcomes by selecting a gender balance among research subjects. In addition, in future studies, not only gender but also differences due to age or cultural background need to be studied. Future research calls for attempts to shed more light on the relationship to online learning situations using virtual applications in various fields and disciplines. In particular, it is argued that the non-face-to-face environment in VC reduces the frequency of social interactions compared to face-to-face learning environments [82]. Thus, various strategies and ways to facilitate interactive communication between learners in online learning using VC need to be explored in future research.

7. Conclusions

Through this study, it was suggested that social presence in VC can have a positive effect on group efficacy and performance by amplifying group cohesion. Some previous studies have shown that the trust and aggregation of members in a virtual environment drives the group’s performance, while specific suggestions on how to create trust and aggregation have been lacking [83,84], although learners tend to be more satisfied with group activity when they have a higher social connection in VE [85]. Our research results suggest that group activities using VC can create similar effects on group activities in offline face-to-face activities. Online learning environments using VC, which do not have the advantages of offline face-to-face interaction and social interactions between students, can be tuned to achieve similar experiences and results. Above all, performing difficult tasks using VC makes group members more cohesive, and active interaction increases social presence [68,69]. At a time when home-based learning and homework are increasing due to COVID-19 related restrictions, concerns about the inability to study and work offline in groups can be resolved by increasing the effect of social presence in VC. In particular, our experimental results show that in VC, the creation of a sense of social presence promotes group cohesion, and groups with a strong level of group cohesion show higher levels of group efficacy and academic performance. These research results show that system designers can include features that help participants create a sense of social presence, group cohesion, and group efficacy in VC and thereby facilitate higher academic performance even though they may not have face-to-face interaction in the offline world. This study collected data by researching it on a semester basis so that students could create more opportunities to contact and meet in general VC utilization situations. Our results show that there is a positive correlation between physical time and group activity in VC. Therefore, in VC-based activities, it is necessary to select an application that can support group activities and secure time for interaction among participants to promote social presence. This study also emphasizes the importance of introducing functions that support task recognition and social interaction as a way to increase social presence and group cohesion in VC. Specifically, social support that is intrinsically provided in well-designed VC will help build group cohesion. Finally, this study presents prospects for online activities using VC to complement face-to-face learning. The recent COVID-19 crisis forces us to reshape and divert major sections of daily life such as work and study into online activities. Pandemic conditions make it necessary to prepare for non-face-to-face work and education environments and to find ways to effectively utilize VC. This study is significant in that we examined the theoretical model for group learning through experimentation and suggested ways to promote group performance by enhancing group cohesion and social presence.
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Appendix A  Questionnaire

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Task Cohesion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. I wish to see our study group get excellent scores.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Our study group gives me ample opportunities to improve my learning outcomes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. I like the way our study group solves problems and shares answers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Our study group strives to increase scores for solving exercises after the professor’s ZOOM LIVE class.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Our study group has a desire to increase our scores for practice problems.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. If one of our study group members is having a problem, all other team members will try to help.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Members of our study group freely communicate their roles and responsibilities during problem solving activities.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Social Cohesion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. I like to participate in non-learning activities in our study group (e.g. sharing personal affairs, meeting offline).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. My best friend might be one of the people in our study group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. I think I will enjoy other meetings more than our group meetings after the offline class starts.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. (R) Our study team members prefer to solve problems on their own rather than as a group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Our study group members have a desire to spend time together outside of problem solving time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. When our study group members start meeting offline, they will stick together outside of problem solving time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Perceived Cohesion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. I feel that I belong to this study group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. I am pleased to be part of this study group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. I consider myself a part of this study group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. I think our study group is the best.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. I think I am part of this study group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. I am happy to participate in this study group.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Emotional Cohesion</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. This study group has tremendous energy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. This study group has a team spirit.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. I am excited just to have this study group.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. I am happy when I participate in this group activity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group Efficacy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Our study group has excellent abilities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Our study group does no worse at solving problems than other study groups.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Our study group performs well enough to achieve its necessary goals.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Members of our study group have excellent problem solving skills.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Some of our study group members are very talented.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Our study group solves problems very efficiently.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Members of our study group do their jobs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
In class, the students seem to know of my existence.

I feel like learning with the students in class.

In class, students are interested in what I do.

It seems that the students in class have a high interest in each other.

In class, students accept each others’ opinions well.

Students exchange help with each other.

It is fun to share opinions with the students.

Immediate responses to my opinions are offered.

I feel comfortable talking to the students and exchanging opinions.

My ideas help with teamwork.

I feel close to the students.
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